














































Drawing on water caps according to a conversation with a hobo/homeless person (numbers fit to drawings above) 

. My best friend and me worked as truck drivers.

. Both of us were married. 

. I bought a house - but most of the time i was on the road - away from my home, wife and friends.

. My best friend told me that he wanted to spend more time with his family, wife and friends - i agreed.

. My best friend got cancer. He died.

. Me and my wife realized that sth. had gone wrong with our relationship and lives.

. I decided to travel to the west coast on my own - since i knew only the highways of the US - but not
     the cities, national parks, the coast and the people there....
. Travelling is expensive. I worked  and  i travelled but over the time i spent too much money. 
      Then I had to learn how to live with less money.
.  I didńt never return to my old live as a truck driver. My house was sold and I became homeless.
.I go to the public library almost every day. I read books and check my emails there. Libraries are warm  places.
.Over the summer months i go hiking. I know many wonderful trails and national parks.  
.Life in the streets is not easy. I dońt drink lots of alcohol. I avoid bad company and i try to stay warm at night. 
       Every year homeless people freeze to death. But you can get a warm sleeping bag for free in the winter.
. Some homeless people look very dirty and smell-i know were i can get a shower/wash my clothes /brush my teeth.
. A lot of homeless people have/get/suffer from mental and physical problems. And our former president Ronald. R.
       stopped paying for the health care of people with mental disabilities. Many of them live in the streets now.
. Some homeless people attack each other and steal. I dońt do that but as you can see I am strong
       enough to defend myself. And i dońt need a group - i get along on my own well and I know how to survive.
./.  In do a couple of small jobs to save some money. Yes, i have a bank account and i need my money  in the winter.

        Over the winter i go south to Mexico and rent a room there.
. Next year i want to go to Europe - you know, i am half Italian. My grandfather/grandmother come from the south
        of Italy.
.  First I will take the train from West to East coast. I dońt have to pay for it. And i already save for a cheap flight 

       (New York-London). From London i will try to get down to Germany and then to Italy.
. At nights i already dream of sleeping and eating salami in Italy.......
. It would be great to meet my family/relatives in Italy. I know the city where my grandparents were born but
        i have never been in Europe before. Mybe i can learn Italian and if i meet really nice people I want to stay there. 
. If not i can return to the US - i am a US citizen and when i am  the state will provide me with a small room.  
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